“Why in her absence doth the world appear
As void of her, a vacant wilderness?
E'en while thou sighest the shiver of her dress
Makes blessèd music in each happier ear
About her home. Why feed on gloom and fear
As earth were empty of her loveliness?
Set rather all thy loving mind to guess?
Her sweet seclusion, as when thou art near.
Still thy belovèd rises every morn,
And in the holy stillness of her room
Dresses her dainty beauty at the glass;
And, while thy tears divide the night forlorn,
Her soft light heart-beats in the breathing gloom
Record the maiden moments as they pass.”
Sonnet XXXVII, "Why in her absence doth the world appear”
John Barlas (pseud. Evelyn Douglas), 1889

Prologue
Three days.
It’d been three days since she’d run out the front door, leaving it gaping wide
open. Leaving her standing atop the grand stair to the second floor, her hands gripping
the banister tightly, her lips drawn just as tightly closed.
Oh, she’d gone looking for her, of course. The first night she moved from shadow
to shadow, cautiously gazing through the smoke-stained windows of pubs and other
dens of iniquity, both afraid of seeing her huddled in some corner and silently hoping to
catch just a glimpse of her face, just to be certain she was still alright. Alright, of course,
was a relative statement…she was certain neither of them were quite alright. The second
night was much the same, flitting from alleyway to alleyway, hoping that she’d find her,
fearing what she might find if she did. The streets of this city hadn’t been safe for any
woman to walk alone for a very long time, and while she knew her charge was
resourceful, well…
No.
It was best not to think about that.
She rose from another restless slumber, her eyes blinking quickly at the blinding
light that poured through the windows of her room. The previous few days had been
filled with what she had come to know as typical London drear for this time of year. A
mix of clouds, light, all pervading misting rain and cold, chilling humidity hung in the
air like a cloud come to earth. Thinking little of what someone passing in the street
might think, she slowly rose from the tangled sheets of her bed and drew the thick
curtains closed, wrapping her room in darkness again. It was so very tempting to curl
back up in that bed again, but she knew that sleep wouldn’t come. It hadn’t come at all
the past nights as her mind raced after returning from another failed search, second
guessing everything she had said and done up to this point.
A sigh escaped her lips as she pulled on yesterday’s clothes…brown cotton
trousers, white cotton blouse. Her fingers nimbly buttoned the blouse closed, and she
bent to pull on a pair of socks before slipping her feet into plain black boots. Without a
thought she donned a black brocade waistcoat, buttoning it closed as she had the blouse.
Without so much as a second look, and certainly not turning a glance to the mirror atop
the dresser, she quietly made her way downstairs.
Her stomach growled as she reached the bottom step. Three days ago, she’d have
already smelled breakfast cooking on the stove…thick slices of ham, eggs, potatoes
frying up, their individual scents a simple but heady culinary fragrance enticing her to
eat. Today the air was barren, scentless, absent. She sighed again, making her way to
the kitchen where she silently cut a rough chunk of bread from the wrapped loaf nearest
the stove. Tossing it on an almost clean plate, she opened the ice box, where the
remains of a roast from four nights ago sat, still chilled. There was barely enough there

for a meal, but she didn’t care. This too she placed on her plate. She sat at the small
preparation table in the kitchen, gazing sullenly at the cold meal before her. Without
thought, or any hope of enjoyment, she began to eat. Her fingers tore at the cold meat,
pulling it roughly from the bone and silently bringing it to her mouth. She chewed,
barely tasting what she ate, methodically stripping the roast’s bone bare before eating
the slice of bread she’d cut.
She half thought about just tossing the plate aside as she finished eating…after
all, it wasn’t as if anyone would notice or raise a fuss. In the end she thought better of it.
There was still hope after all. There was still hope that luck would win out and she’d at
least know that the girl was safe. As much as she was tempted to, it was no time to give
in to despair or resignation to failure. She placed the plate back on a counter quietly,
turned and made her way to the basement. There was very little she could do during the
day, mind, but she could ensure her skills lost none of their edge.
Perhaps a bit of exercise will snap me out of it, she thought as she unlocked the
basement door. She thought about that, too…as the house was empty again, save for
herself, what need was there in locking the door? As she slowly made her way down the
steps into the almost welcoming darkness of the basement, she thought back yet again
on the events that led to this point.

Part One: Of Discoveries and Disappointments

There’d been a knock on the door.
She was expecting one, of course…after all, a few carefully spoken words here and
there made certain that news of a wealthy household in need of domestic help spread
quickly through the streets of London. A careful look in the mirror assured her that her
gloves and cowl obscured her form from view. While it was easy to assume that a single
female in a house this size was sadly a widow who’d inherited everything, the truth was
far more complex. A final glance at the mirror, then, and then quickly off to the door.
Dark brown eyes, darker brown hair, and pale skin greeted her. A young girl,
certainly no more than 17 or 18 at the most, stood before her, dressed in an ill fitting
drab grey dress. The girl’s hands nervously twisted a pair of worn gloves between them.
Her eyes were wide and nervous, while her lips quivered slightly, echoing that
nervousness. She tried to take in the tall form that stood before her, tried ever so hard
to make out some kind of shape within the heavy cowl that obscured the woman’s
features from view. Finally, after a deep breath, she spoke.
‘M…Madame Vastravosky?’
‘Yes, that would be me, young lady. Am I to assume you are here to inquire about
the position?’
A short silence fell while the girl fumbled for words.
‘Y-yes, madam. If the position is still available, madam.’
Vastra smiled…not that the girl could see it, of course. ‘Yes, the position is still
open. You are, in fact, the first to stop by to inquire. Please, come in, and we can
discuss the position and your particulars.’
She stepped aside, sweeping one arm inward in a welcoming gesture. The young
girl stepped nervously into the entry hall, her eyes widening as she saw the grand stair,
the wooden panel work on the walls, the cut crystal chandelier that reflected light in a
cascade of rainbows through the room. She tried not to gape, but knew she was failing
to keep her wonder under wraps.
The girl jumped as the door clicked closed behind her, and turned just in time to
see the tall woman glide past her silently.
‘Come…we shall sit in the library and discuss the matter at hand. Follow me.’
Down a hall, then a quick turn to the left, and the two ladies stood in a room with
a high ceiling. Shelves lined the walls from floor to that same ceiling, broken only by a
fireplace on the opposite wall. The girl breathed in, the scent of old books filling her
nose. She watched as the tall, mysterious woman…Madame Vastravosky…sat in a high
backed chair. Vastra motioned for the girl to join her, and she nervously did, sitting in a
matching chair directly across from her.
‘So, Miss…’
‘Jenny, madam.’ She paused, wincing slightly at the gross informality she’d just
shown. ‘Sorry, madam…Jennifer Flint, madam.’

Vastra chuckled quietly, trying to set the girl at ease. ‘Please…you can relax. You
needn’t end every sentence with madam. Jenny is a lovely name as well…it suits you.
So if you would like, I will address you in just that manner.’
‘Yes ma…’
She paused again.
‘Yes. I’d like that.’
‘Good!’ Vastra exclaimed. ‘That’s settled. Now, shall I assume you have some
basic understanding of what would be required of you here should I employ you?’
Jenny took a deep breath. ‘Well…I would assume cooking, cleaning…regular
trips to the market for foodstuffs and other essentials. I could certainly handle those
tasks.’
Vastra nodded. ‘I am quite sure of that. You seem the kind of girl for whom hard
work is no stranger. Might I take a look at your references then, Jenny?’
Jenny looked down into her lap at the request. ‘I…haven’t exactly got any,
madam.’ She looked up in time to see Vastra stand up and walk over to a window, the
gauzy curtains filtering the light slightly.
‘I see. And how exactly do you plan to find employment without references,
young lady?’
Jenny sniffled quietly. ‘2 months ago, I was attending a girls’ school. My mother
and father insisted on it. One morning I was awoken by the headmistress, informing me
that mother and father had been on a ship that had sunk off the Welsh coast. They were
never found.’
Vastra turned back to face Jenny, seeing the tears beginning to flow from the
girl’s eyes. She stood there, waiting for the girl to continue.
‘I came back to London, but all of their possessions were already being sold off.
My father had run up some debts, and his debtors were trying to get back theirs. I was
left with nothing, save for a little money that had been put away for me. It was enough
to keep me in a small room while I tried to find a position somewhere to make my way.’
A second sniffle. ‘But like you said, madam…no one will hire someone without
experience or references.’
Two months. The girl…Jenny…had been trying to make it on her own for two
months. Two months ago, Vastra would not have given the girl a second thought,
thinking of her the same way she thought of her kind in general. Two months ago,
however, she hadn’t met a strange man who claimed to be from another world, and who
taught her the meaning of the word mercy.
‘The world is a very harsh place, Jenny,’ Vastra said, taking a deep breath. ‘I
know that I need not tell you that at great length, having heard your tale.’
‘It’s not a tale, madam!’ Jenny exclaimed, her carefully composed accent
crumbling as she slipped into a slightly rougher, working class accent.
Vastra laughed at that, her laughter silvery, sinewy, almost musical.
‘And you’ve some spark in you. I like that, Jenny.’
She sat back down across from Jenny, eyeing her carefully. In just about every
way, Jenny seemed the direct opposite of Vastra’s first employee, a woman named
Katharine Adams. She’d come with stellar references, was charming, and really seemed

to be a perfect fit across the board. The house ran smoothly, allowing Vastra to focus on
matters of far more importance…until she came back in from one of her irregular
nocturnal excursions. She heard a something wooden push closed as someone ran back
up the stairs. Curious, Vastra walked to the front hall, where she saw a drawer on the
desk slightly open. She knew exactly what was in the drawer; it was, after all, where she
kept a small amount of money to be used for day to day expenses. The drawer was kept
locked unless she was counting out money for a purchase, and she had no doubts what
she’d find if she pulled it open.
Katharine put in her notice the next morning. Vastra wasn’t surprised by the
announcement, but it seemed Katharine was when she wasn’t pressed for a reason why.
That afternoon she was cleared out of her room, and Vastra had begun to spread the
word that she was in need of new domestic help.
Jenny sat there, still nervous, wondering what her prospective employer was
thinking and certain that she’d somehow ruined what seemed to be her last chance at
anything resembling normalcy and stability. She briefly considered dropping to her
knees and begging for a chance, but she felt that pleas such as she was considering
would fall on deaf ears here. Instead she waited for the inevitable.
‘There is one thing that causes me hesitation here, Jenny,’ Vastra finally said,
breaking the uneasy silence in the room.
‘Yes, madam?’ Jenny cautiously replied.
‘Your clothes,’ Vastra said, simply.
Jenny blinked a few times and swallowed before speaking. ‘My clothes, madam?’
Within the folds of her cowl, Vastra smiled. It was almost cruel playing with her
this way, but if the girl was going to work here, she would have to get used to it sooner or
later. There was no better time to begin than now. ‘Yes, Jenny. Your clothes are
completely unsuitable for a young lady in my employ.’
Jenny sat there, processing what she just heard. ‘In…in your employ, madam?’
‘That is what I said, yes.’
‘You…you’re going to employ me?’
Vastra stood, stretching slightly. ‘I do believe that is what I am implying, yes. If
you would like me to make it clearer to you, I…’
She was cut off as Jenny jumped up from the chair and hugged her tightly. ‘Oh,
thank you, madam! I won’t let you down! I swear! Thank you!’
Vastra wrapped her arms lightly around the girl…around Jenny…holding her as
the reality of a new life struck her. She felt the girl shuddering against her, tears freely
falling as she clung to her new employer. Without thinking she lightly stroked the girl’s
back and waited for the tears to subside.
What am I doing, she thought to herself. And what on Earth am I feeling? With
a…human, no less?
The tears finally quieting, Jenny stepped back, wiping her eyes and nose with the
back of one hand. ‘Oh, I’m so sorry, madam…I didn’t mean…’
‘Hush, Jenny,’ Vastra said. ‘I can tell you’ve had a very trying time lately. A short
bit ago, I could have said the same thing. But someone showed me kindness, and now
perhaps I can repay that kindness.’

She held out a hand, and Jenny took it. She could feel the warmth of the girl’s
hand through the thin leather of her gloves, and hoped that Jenny could not quite make
out the coolness of her own skin through the same. She was shocked at how tightly the
girl clenched at her hand, and shocked further still by the quickening of her heartbeat at
that touch.
‘Come…I’ll show you to your room. I assume you will need to collect your
belongings…I can ring for a carriage if that would be a help.’
Jenny shook her head. ‘No, madam, there’ll be no need.’
Vastra looked down at her. ‘No need?’
Jenny’s head shook again. ‘No. Haven’t got anything other than what you see
here.’ She pointed to a small bag that she’d left just inside the front door. Her lip
quivered for a second before firming back up. So sad she is, Vastra thought as she
looked at the girl. So sad…but with so much strength too. She shook her head and
straightened her back, resolved to show the girl a kindness she never knew herself
capable of giving before.
Vastra led her to the stairs, Jenny’s hand still firmly held in her own. ‘We shall
soon fix that, Jenny.’

It was chaotic at first, of course…Vastra had demanded Jenny spend her first day
acquiring a wardrobe more befitting one employed in her position. Despite
protestations, she finally accepted the coin purse that was offered her, and Vastra
pushed her gently into the carriage that was waiting on the street outside their front
door. She watched the carriage slowly trundle down the street, and called after it.
‘I don’t want to see you back here until you’ve spent that, do you understand?’
‘Yes, madam,’ Jenny replied, more than a touch of exasperation in her voice.
‘You’ll make sure of that, driver?’
The young man sitting atop the carriage turned back, smiled, and replied. ‘Of
course, madam. Whatever you say, madam.’ He snapped the reins lightly and the
horses picked up speed, the iron shod wheels of the carriage rumbling down the cobbled
street.
Hours passed before Vastra heard knocking at the front door. She opened the
door, and saw the carriage driver, his arms filled with boxes and bundled clothes. She
guided him carefully up the stairs, where he deposited his load outside the door to
Jenny’s room.
‘I trust there were no problems, young man?’
‘None at all, madam. I hope she wasn’t late for any of her tasks here…just wanted
t’make sure she followed your orders.’
Vastra smiled deep in the folds of her cowl. She pulled open a drawer in a small
stand in the hallway, removed a small wooden box, and drew forth some coins, which
she held out to the driver.

‘Here. For your time and extra effort, Mister…?’
‘Parker. Name’s Parker, madam.’
‘Mister Parker, then. Here.’ She dropped the coins in his outstretched hand. He
looked down, counting the heavy silver coins that rested coolly in his hand. His head
snapped up, a look of incredulity on his face.
‘Are you sure, madam?’
‘Of course I am, Parker. I may have need of your services again some time. What
better way to make certain I can find you than to ensure you’re well compensated for
your efforts?’
Parker smiled widely, grabbing her hand and shaking it rapidly. ‘Yes madam!
Thank you madam! You ever need me, you just let any of the drivers on this street
know, and I’ll be here without delay!’
He ran out the door, smiling, jumped up onto his carriage, and quickly made his
way back toward the carriage house. Vastra closed the door, shaking her head and
laughing softly.
‘What’s so funny, madam?’
Vastra turned to look at Jenny. She was still wearing the poorly fitting grey dress
she had arrived in earlier that day.
‘Nothing at all, Jenny. And why are you still wearing those…rags?’
Jenny looked down, immediately self conscious. ‘I’m sorry, madam…Vastra. I
didn’t think…’ Her face remained downcast, sadness creeping back across her fragile
features.
Vastra reached out with one gloved hand, placed a finger under Jenny’s chin, and
lifted her head back up. ‘Let me make something perfectly clear, Jenny. There will be
times you make mistakes, and when you do, I will expect you to apologize, learn from
them, and ensure that they do not happen again. However, I will also expect you to face
them with head held high. I will not accept you moping about my house. Is that clear?’
Jenny took a deep breath, composing herself. Vastra’s hand dropped away
slowly, but Jenny kept her head high. ‘Yes, madam. I understand.’
‘Good, that is settled then!’ Vastra clapped her hands together. ‘Now, to
business. I want you to bring your clothes and sundries into your room. You’ll find a
closet and dressers there…I expect them to no longer be empty in short order. Make
your bed…I’ve left clean bedding for you. And meet me in the library when you are
finished…and dressed more appropriately.’
Jenny nodded. ‘Yes madam. Right away, madam.’
She scurried up the stairs and began to bring the stacks of clothes and other items
into her room. Vastra turned to head to the library when she heard something
completely new…the sound of another voice gently humming and singing from upstairs.
She waited just past the bottom of the stairs, listening to Jenny as she set about her
tasks. A smile slowly crept across her face as she turned back down the hallway and
walked to the library.
I could certainly become accustomed to that, she thought idly.
From a distance, Vastra could hear her new charge opening and closing drawers
and doors, obviously putting her new clothing away. She idly wondered what the girl

thought of this sudden change in situation. The banging and sliding of wood on wood
stopped, followed by a quiet rustling sound that anyone would have dismissed as a
draught or breeze. Vastra could tell the girl…jenny, she must remember to call her
Jenny, not ‘the girl’…was making her bed and changing into something more
appropriate for her new employment.
Vastra called out, making certain her voice showed no impatience. ‘Are you quite
finished, Jenny?’
‘Just a moment!’ A cheerful voice called back in reply, the distance dulling her
bright tone. ‘I will be right down, ma’am!’
Vastra took a seat in the library and waited. A few moments passed, moments
that seemed more like hours, before a quiet knock on the door broke the silence.
‘You need not knock, Jenny. Please come in.’
Jenny had taken the time to not only change into, as Vastra had called it, ‘more
appropriate apparel befitting an employee in this house,’ but to brush her hair out and
carefully pull it up in a neat, tight bun. Vastra nodded approvingly at Jenny’s choice in
clothing…a long black dress, a hint of white lace cuffs peeking out from under the long
black sleeves. A white apron, belted at the waist, and black shoes completed the outfit.
The clothes were functional, to be certain, but they were also quite flattering on Jenny,
Vastra thought. She caught herself wondering what Jenny might have decided upon to
wear under that dress.
She is your employee, Vastra, not some possible conquest! Besides, she is
human and you, my dear, are most certainly NOT, she heard herself say in stern tones.
Have you changed so much that you would even consider such a thing? She shook her
head slightly, clearing the battling thoughts away, even if just temporarily.
‘Much better, Jenny. Much better indeed. Tell me, are you more comfortable
wearing clothes that fit you?’
Jenny smiled slightly, a blush coloring her cheeks with a touch of pink. ‘Yes,
madam. Thank you for this. It really wasn’t necessary to go to all this trouble, though.’
‘Nonsense! It was no trouble at all. After all, if you are to remain in my employ,
you will certainly find a need for everything. Now, to discuss a little of my schedule with
you…’
Jenny waited for Vastra to sit before doing so herself.
‘Due to certain…responsibilities I have...you will find that I often will be out later
in the evening than you might find common. That does not mean that I sleep in, nor
does it mean that I will allow you to do the same. I take breakfast promptly at 7 in the
morning and lunch at noon. Dinner is, unfortunately, something that is far more
difficult to plan for. I shall expect you to have, at the very least, a cold collation
prepared. Should I require or request anything further, I will discuss that with you at
that time.’
Vastra paused and waited to see if Jenny had any questions.
‘That seems simple enough, madam. I tend to wake early anyways, so I don’t see
any problem there.’

Vastra nodded. ‘Very good. You will find ample room outside for drying clothes,
and I expect you to do wash at least once per week. From time to time you may notice
something unusual, and I will expect you to pay it no heed. You may feel free to ask
questions, but understand that I am in no way obligated to offer answers to any
questions you may have. I do apologize if that sounds harsh or unduly secretive, but I
will accept nothing less. Am I clear on that?’
Jenny nodded again. ‘Perfectly clear, madam.’
Vastra continued, a bit more relaxed. ‘I do not entertain much, so you will not
need to worry about that. You will have use of the house as you see fit, with two
exceptions. One is my private chambers, of course. I may invite you in to bring me
breakfast if I so desire, and of course you will be allowed in to change bedding regularly.
Otherwise you are to allow me my privacy in my rooms, as I will allow you yours.’
‘Understood, madam,’ Jenny said.
‘The second,’ continued Vastra, ‘is the basement beneath the great stair. You will
have access to the kitchen basement, as I expect you will need that for storage. The
kitchen is far too small for all the foodstuffs I expect you to maintain. However, the
main basement is strictly off limits. I will accept nothing less than your full cooperation
on this.’
Jenny looked over to Vastra, a tinge of nervousness clearly evident on her face. It
passed, and she nodded her head. ‘I understand, madam.’
‘Do you have any questions for me, Jenny?’
‘No, madam.’ Jenny shook her head, perhaps a bit too enthusiastically, thought
Vastra. That might have just been the nervousness she has detected a few moments ago,
however. ‘I think I understand what you expect of me. I’ll do my best.’
‘I have no doubt of that, Jenny.’ Vastra rose from her chair. She could hear a few
pops as she stretched. ‘Now, I can see that it is getting late in the day, and I am certain
neither of us have eaten. Tomorrow I’ll expect you to go to the market and begin
restocking the shelves here, but for now, I shall show you to the kitchen basement and
we can see if there is anything that might make an easy meal for the evening.’
Without thinking she held her hand out to Jenny, who took it eagerly. She looked
down at the girl, smiling widely, as they walked to the kitchen together.

The days passed quickly. Jenny picked up a routine, not that there was ever very
much that needed doing on any one day. She rose with the sun, dressed, and quickly
made her way to the kitchen, where she’d start breakfast. Vastra woke each morning to
the smell of hot food and the sound of a young girl singing in her kitchen. Even before
her eyes would open she’d smile, wondering how it was possible for her to be feeling the
things she was feeling. She had stopped questioning them for the most part, knowing
that there was no way that she’d ever act upon them, and knowing further still that if she

did, Jenny would certainly not return those feelings in kind…especially if she knew
exactly what Vastra was.
She’d make her way to the dining room, where Jenny spread out the morning’s
repast. They would eat in silence, usually, and then Jenny would gather the dishes,
return them to the kitchen, and wash up after the meal. By that time, Vastra would have
written down a list of things for Jenny to take care above and beyond the regular
expected chores. One day it might be a trip to the market for essentials, another day it
might be delivery of a package of papers to the post office for delivery to…well, that was
the question, wasn’t it?
‘Madam?’
Vastra looked up from her desk in the library. ‘Yes, Jenny?’
‘Who’s this…F. G. Abberline?’
‘Is that really any of your concern, Jenny?’
‘No, madam. Sorry, madam.’ I was just…’
‘Curious. That is one thing I like about you, Jenny. You are the most inquisitive
thing I have ever known, yet you know how to temper that curiosity.’
She paused for emphasis.
‘Mostly.’
Jenny bowed her head and blushed.
‘What did I say about that, Jenny?’
She snapped her head back up, the rosy flush still burning on her cheeks. ‘Sorry,
madam.’
Vastra nodded. ‘Mister Abberline is an acquaintance of mine, Jenny. A
professional acquaintance, you might say. I simply wanted him to look over some
documents I found that might be of interest to him. We happen to be…researching…
some similar things and I felt those papers would be of some small help to him. Does
that satisfy your curiosity?’
Jenny nodded, the flush fading from her cheeks. Vastra quietly sighed, already
missing that color, that heat.
‘Now…off to the post with that, understood? I will be leaving shortly, as I have a
meeting I must attend to. I believe that I may be late this evening, so I do not expect a
hot meal when I return. Do make sure that there is something ready to go, however…I
may be more than a bit peckish when I return. Am I clear?’
Jenny nodded, clutching the thick envelope in her hands. ‘Completely madam. I
suppose you’ll be gone by the time I return?’
Vastra nodded, and in the gauzy light from the window Jenny thought she caught
the slightest hint of Vastra’s eyes deep in the folds of her ever present cowl. ‘Yes…I will
most likely be gone. If you see any carriages on your way there, please let them know
that I will need the services of our Mister Parker again this evening.’
‘Yes madam. Of course,’ Jenny said before taking her leave. She was nearly in
the hallway when Vastra called her back.
‘Jenny?’
‘Yes, madam?’ Jenny was leaning past the doorway leading into the library.
‘On second thought…if it gets too late, do not stay up for me. You need your
sleep, too…I will make do with whatever is cold and easy to eat in the kitchen. Alright?’

Vastra couldn’t help but notice the look of sadness that temporarily clouded
Jenny’s face. ‘If you say so, madam. Are you sure?’
‘Quite certain, Jenny. Now, get that off to the post office before they close. Those
documents will not mail themselves’
Jenny turned and slowly walked down the hall to the front door. Vastra heard it
click open, the hinges squeaking quietly, then again as the door swung closed. She
heard the second set of clicks as the door latched and brought her hands up to her cowl.
She drew it back, feeling it slide across her sea-worn pebble smooth scales. Her hands
supported her chin as she sat there, deep in thought. A sigh passed between her lips
audibly as she gathered her thoughts.
Her reverie was broken by a knock at the door. She walked to the hall and called
out ‘Yes? Who is it?’
A muffled voice came from beyond the door. ‘It’s Parker, madam…your girl told
me you needed a driver tonight?’
My girl, Vastra thought. Oh, how I wish it were so. How I wish it were capable
of being so.
‘Yes, Parker…just a moment. I shall not be long.’
She strode to a closet in the hall, selecting a hooded black cloak to replace the
cowl she commonly wore. The cloak served more than one purpose, of course; not only
did it obscure her appearance from curious eyes, but it disguised her form entirely. It
also offered the benefit of hiding the long lacquered scabbard she strapped to her side.
A slightly curved handle sitting atop an ornately sculpted golden guard protruded from
the top. Confident the cloak did its job of hiding this most constant of companions from
sight, she walked out to find Parker awaiting her patiently in the street. He opened the
carriage door and she stepped in, resting against the black padded leather of the seat.
‘Where to, madam?’ Parker questioned.
‘I shall tell you on the way, Parker…but for now, head toward the city’s center.’
‘As you wish, madam,’ Parker replied, snapping the reins. The carriage jolted as
the horses began to trot, and Vastra closed her eyes in thought.

Vastra’s intuition was right…she was quite late getting in. Jenny found herself
valiantly fighting off sleep as the clock in the entry hall chimed half ten. She was afraid
that she might fall asleep if she tried to stay up much later, and was fearful of what
Vastra might think if she found her asleep in the library, a book resting in her lap. She
got up, stretching, and walked up the stair to her room. Changing into a plain white
cotton nightgown, she slipped between the crisp white sheets she had dressed the bed

with earlier that day. A pitcher filled with lilies and wildflowers scented the room
slightly, and as she began to drift off, her mind was filled with a flurry of thoughts.
As always, she was thankful for her luck. A few weeks earlier she was struggling
to survive, and now she found herself in a beautiful home, working for a kind and
understanding employer. Yes, Madame Vastra could be stern, but it always seemed to
be tempered with a strange kindness she had never experienced before. From time to
time she would catch her employer out of the corner of her eye, watching her. It was
impossible to know what Vastra was thinking, all the more impossible to know what
expression her face held. Jenny was curious about that ever present cowl, and gossip on
the street, while something she barely lent credence to, led in two directions. Some said
that her employer was from a foreign land, and Jenny could certainly see the logic in
that. It would explain the strange accent she occasionally heard in Vastra’s voice. Those
people, she found, believed that Vastra was a widow, and in the land she was from, it
was custom for a widow to keep her face hidden in mourning for a year or longer.
Jenny found herself wanting to believe that story far more than the alternative.
The other story she heard told was that Vastra was horribly disfigured, as a result
of an accident or perhaps even from birth, and she wore the cowl and gloves to hide that
disfigurement. It angered Jenny to hear those tales, cruel and heartless and without
basis in anything but mere supposition. Once she had found herself so disgusted with a
spinster telling a version of this tale in the fish and meat monger’s that she had to
restrain herself from walking over and slapping the woman across the face. As
satisfying as that might be for her (and as she thought about it, a small, wicked smile
crossed her lips), she had a feeling that Vastra would find such a response as beneath
her.
These thoughts quickly passed, to be replaced by thoughts that she found, at first,
to be almost more disquieting. She had noticed Vastra watching her, and thought at
first that she was simply keeping an eye on her new employee. When Jenny realized
that the attention had not faded, she began to wonder, began to think…and she began to
realize that she enjoyed the attention. As she nestled deeper beneath her sheets, a smile
crept across her face, and she felt her heart race just a little bit. She had found herself
looking forward to the times they sat in the library and talked, and she was surprised to
find that Vastra encouraged her to think about things and express herself on more than
a surface level. She looked forward to the times she made her employer laugh, or the
occasional touch of a gloved hand across a table.
At first she’d yell at herself. Silly girl, she’d think. You only feel this way
because she saved you from a life on the streets…or worse. It’ll pass. Only it never did.
And now, weeks later, she was starting to come to grips with the idea that perhaps,
maybe just a little, the feelings she had for her employer were moving beyond
friendship. That perhaps she was falling in love. With Madame Vastra. And if she was
afraid of anything, she was afraid of this. She was her employer. Of all things…and she
was, after all, a woman.

She felt her thoughts quicken, then quell as she began to drift off, but her slide
into the welcoming arms of Morpheus was interrupted by a quiet clicking noise in the
entry hall. She sat upright, her eyes accustomed to the darkness, a darkness lessened
only by the faint silvery light of a quarter moon shining through her window. She crept
to the door and called through it.
‘Madam? Vastra? Are you home?’
There was a second’s silence before she heard a reply.
‘Yes, Jenny. I thought I told you to go to sleep if I were late?’
Jenny opened the door and walked out to the landing. Vastra looked up and saw
Jenny standing there in her white nightgown, the faintest bit of light passing through
the thin cotton. She caught her breath as her eyes opened wider.
‘I did, madam…and I was nearly asleep when I heard the door open. Can I get
you anything?’
She watched as Vastra shook her head, ‘No, Jenny…go to sleep. I will talk to you
in the morning. I just need to put some things away, and I will be going to sleep myself.’
‘As you wish, madam,’ Jenny replied. She quietly turned and began to walk back
to her room.
‘Good night, madam,’ she called out quietly.
‘And to you as well, Jenny,’ Vastra replied, almost as quietly.

Vastra couldn’t help but detect the disappointment in Jenny’s voice, and she was
tempted to…
No.
She shook her head again, trying in vain to wrest herself from the images and
thoughts that were quickly becoming a constant in her waking and dreaming mind. She
watched, instead, as Jenny walked back to her room and slowly closed the door behind
her. As she walked toward the kitchen, Vastra pulled the hood of her cloak back. A tear
rolled down one cheek as she grabbed a towel from a drawer, sat down at the table, and
pulled a long, curved blade from her scabbard. She quietly focused on cleaning the
drying red from the gleaming steel. Finally satisfied at her cleaning job, though she
knew that the blade needed a proper oiling, she returned the blade to the scabbard,
quietly walked up the stairs to her room, and closed the door behind her.
She stripped out of her clothes, dropping them in a heap at the foot of her bed.
She carried the scabbard to her closer, secreting it in a corner. She’d return it to its
proper resting place sometime tomorrow. Slowly she climbed beneath her sheets,
hoping the evening’s exertions would quiet her restless mind enough to sleep. She knew
it was a fruitless hope, but she hoped it nonetheless.
Tomorrow, she thought to herself. We will have to talk, Jenny and I.
Tomorrow.

Morning.
Jenny rose with the sun, as she did every morning. Sleep did not come easily for
her the previous evening, even after Vastra had returned from her business…whatever
that was. Still, there were tasks to be completed, the first among them being breakfast.
Jenny quickly dressed and quietly opened her bedroom door, intending to slip
downstairs and begin breakfast without disturbing her employer, who certainly would
still be sleeping if her tired appearance last night was any indicator.
She had made it down two steps when she heard her employer’s voice.
‘Jenny? Are you awake?’
Jenny turned, surprised that Madame Vastra was already awake.
‘Yes, madam? Anything I can do for you?’
The still closed door to Vastra’s bedroom muffled her reply somewhat, but the
alert tone in her employer’s voice implied that she had in fact been awake for some time.
‘Yes. Before you start breakfast, would you go to the top of the street and
purchase a copy of this morning’s newspaper?’
‘Of course, madam,’ Jenny replied. It was a bit uncommon to do that before
breakfast, but certainly was far from an unfamiliar request. She turned back to face the
descending stairs and made two more steps before Vastra called out again.
‘One last thing.’
‘Yes, madam?’
There was a pause, and Jenny waited. Her nervousness getting the better of her,
she could bear the silence no longer.
‘Madam? Are you alright?’
‘Yes…yes, I am’
Another pause, almost as interminable as the last.
‘I apologize,’ Vastra continued. ‘After you’ve finished preparing breakfast, would
you mind bringing it up here. I think I would prefer to take it here this morning. And…
you are welcome to join me. If you wish.’
Jenny paused, her face showing the confusion she felt. After a few moments of
contemplation, she finally replied.
‘Yes madam. As you wish.’
‘Go on now…the newspaper shan’t make it here on its own, nor shall breakfast
cook itself without your attention.’

Jenny quickly descended the stairs, and made her way to the street. As the door
swung closed behind her, closing with a solid clicking noise, she found herself
wondering why Vastra had requested breakfast in her chambers this morning. That was
something new, and it had Jenny concerned somewhat. She thought back over the
quality of her work the past weeks, worried that somehow she was not meeting
expectations. She cast this from her mind quickly, however; when she had come up
short on a task, Vastra had been quick to point it out and make her expectations clear.
Jenny shook her head. No point in me worrying about it now, she thought. I’ll
surely find out if there’s a reason for this soon enough.
She found the newsboy, handed him threepence, and took the newspaper he
offered her. Rolling it up without so much as a look, she hurried back to the house,
where breakfast was certainly not cooking itself, as Vastra had pointed out.
In the kitchen, Jenny busied herself with preparing breakfast. Poached eggs,
thick slices of bacon, and roughly chopped potatoes cooked away atop the stove, while
several slices of bread were being toasted under the back cover. Jenny plated everything
up, carefully arranged the plates on a serving tray, along with the requisite silverware
and napkins, and carefully carried the meal upstairs. She found the door to Vastra’s
bedroom slightly ajar, and was about to enter before thinking better of it.
‘Madam? Breakfast is ready. Can I bring it in?’
‘Can you? Are you capable of doing so, Jenny?’
Jenny was about to ask if her efforts were in question before she heard Vastra
laugh quietly.
‘Of course you may bring it in. There is a table next to the window…you may
place everything there.’
Jenny walked in, seeing Vastra’s room for the first time. While much the same
size as her room (which she found as almost cavernous in size…certainly no servant’s
room, her bedroom), it was appointed far more richly than her own. Vastra’s bed was
canopied, with thin, gauzy curtains of deep red and purple occluding the bed from view.
Where Jenny’s room had a bare wooden floor, the floor in here was carpeted from wall
to wall in a matching deep red hue. The walls continued this theme, with gold moulding
setting off the rich red lacquer that glowed warmly in the morning light. All the
furniture was carved from a dark wood; Jenny’s first thought was that the furnishings
were walnut, but thinking about it, perhaps her employer was wealthy enough to afford
something far more exotic, like mahogany or teak.
Vastra smiled deep inside her cowl as the girl’s face clearly showed her shock.
She cleared her throat quietly, but it was enough to break Jenny’s awe.
‘Over there, Jenny.’
Vastra pointed to a table, just large enough for two to sit at, with paired chairs
sitting across from each other. Blushing, Jenny placed the tray down, and quickly
scurried from the room. Vastra looked after her, confused, but Jenny’s return a few
moments later with a smaller tray, on which sat a tea pot, two cups, sugar and milk,

along with the newspaper Vastra had requested. Jenny carefully placed these additional
things on the table, and then stood there, arms crossed in front of her at the waist.
‘Is everything to your liking, madam?’
Vastra’s voice clearly showed her hidden smile. ‘Yes, quite very. It all looks
delicious. And I see you brought two plates. I trust this means you will join me, then?’
Jenny nodded, a slight flush reappearing on her cheeks. Jenny waited patiently
as Vastra walked over to the table, but was surprised when she walked to where Jenny
stood.
‘Please…sit.’
Shocked, Jenny could do nothing more than move quietly to her seat. Her
surprise deepened as Vastra seated her before returning to her side of the table, where
she gracefully sat. They each took their plate, and Vastra watched as Jenny bowed her
head, quietly speaking a small prayer before beginning her meal. Both had taken a few
bites of food before Jenny exclaimed.
‘Oh! I’m sorry, madam…how thoughtless of me!’
‘Pardon?’ replied Vastra. ‘How precisely have you been thoughtless, Jenny?’
Jenny blushed, lowering her eyes for a second before snapping her head back up.
She’s learning so quickly, Vastra thought. ‘I forgot to pour the tea!’
Vastra had to keep herself from chuckling as the girl quickly poured two cups of
hot tea. Jenny added sugar and milk to both cups, and then sat back down, a wide smile
on her face.
‘There…now we can eat!’
And eat they did. The meal was taken in silence, but the awkwardness of earlier
had all but faded away. Vastra caught Jenny looking at her several times during the
meal, each time with a small smile that showed both innocence and a genuine depth of
feeling she had feared she would never see.
For her part, Jenny noticed Vastra doing the same thing, but the ever present
cowl kept her from seeing a similar smile on the face of her employer. I wish I knew
what she was thinking, Jenny thought. Certainly she can’t feel the way I do. I’m
foolish for even thinking…for even feeling…this.
The meal completed, Vastra turned her attention to the newspaper Jenny
purchased. As she looked over the front page, Jenny began to gather up the breakfast
dishes to return to the kitchen for cleaning. She was about to take the serving tray and
retreat to the kitchen when Vastra spoke.
‘There’s no hurry, Jenny. Sit with me a bit. There are things I should like to
discuss.’
Jenny sat back down, the small smile from earlier replaced by a look that
displayed her nervousness and worry. Vastra didn’t see this, as her attention was turned
to the newspaper.
‘Tell me, Jenny…what do you think of this?’ Vastra placed the newspaper down
on the table, facing Jenny. As she leaned in to look, Jenny read the bold, block printed
headline that nearly screamed out across the top of the newspaper:

‘MIDNIGHT MURDER!’
Beneath that, in smaller print, the following text added more details:
‘Victim, suspected in several crimes, found slashed in alley’
Jenny looked up at Vastra and shook her head.
‘It’s a sad time we’re in when a person can be killed in the street and no one can
catch the man what did him, madam.’
Vastra nodded. ‘Did you read the rest, Jenny?’
‘No madam. Why?’
Vastra pointed to a block of text in the article. ‘Here it says that the victim was
himself suspected of involvement in several crimes, including several break ins, thefts,
and violent attacks on three women. Two of them did not survive the attack. The lone
survivor could not tell the constabulary what her assailant looked like.’
‘That’s horrible!’ Jenny exclaimed.
‘And here,’ Vastra continued, pointing to a picture on the page. ‘This is the man
they found dead. Tell me what you think, Jenny.’
Jenny took a long look at the picture. It was a man, perhaps thirty-five to forty
years old, with a firm, square jaw and fair hair. A strong, face in general, Jenny thought,
perhaps indicating a member of the upper class. Certainly the way he was dressed in the
picture helped with that, as he was wearing an expensive suit and tie. A thin moustache
only added to the air of gentry and breeding.
‘He looks wealthy, madam. Why would the police think he did those things?’
Vastra sighed. ‘Jenny, there is an old saying…and from what I have found, quite
often the old sayings are the truest ones. Where I come from, we say that you should
never expect something to act a certain way just by how it looks. I believe you say that
you should never judge a book by its cover…I think they mean very much the same
thing.’
Jenny nodded, unsure where this was going.
‘The most attractive person can hide a monster inside. They can often get away
with horrible things because they have wealth, or influence, and appear attractive. It
becomes a mask hiding the truth.’
Vastra paused, carefully considering her next statement.
‘In the same way, you may find that something that is wonderful and precious on
the inside, yet the outward appearance may not be conventionally so.’
She paused again, waiting to see how Jenny would respond.
‘Does that make sense to you, Jenny?’
‘I…I think so, madam.’
This time it was Jenny’s turn to pause, thinking over what Vastra had just said.
‘Do you think you can remember that, Jenny?’
‘I think so.’
Another pause.

‘Madam? Why are you telling me this?’
Vastra sighed. She placed her hands on the table, stood up, and walked toward
the window closest to the head of her bed…away from the table. Jenny wanted to get up,
to go over to her and hold her and ask her what was wrong, but she somehow knew this
was not the right time to do that. Instead she waited, fidgeting at the table as she
watched Vastra standing at the window. Vastra’s hands reached up and took hold of the
window frame, and sighed.
‘You have been working for me for how long now, Jenny?’
Jenny thought for a moment. ‘Nearly three months, madam.’
‘And do you enjoy your work here?’
Jenny nodded, not that Vastra could see. ‘Yes, madam. Sometimes it’s hard, but
not always. And you let me read, and we have lovely talks. I like working for you.’
Vastra turned back to face Jenny.
‘It’s time for me to tell you the truth about certain things, Jenny.’
‘What things, madam?’ The nervousness and concern deepened both in Jenny’s
heart and on her face. Vastra saw this, knowing her face showed the same look,
betrayed the same feelings.
‘It’s time you know why I wear this cowl all the time. It’s time you see me how I
really am.’
As Vastra began to raise her hands to the cowl, Jenny raised hers to her face.
‘Madam! If it pains you so much, you needn’t do so for me! I don’t mind!’
‘NO!’
The sharp tone of Vastra’s exclamation snapped through the air, surprising both
of them. Jenny jolted back in her chair, a look of shock on her face.
‘No, Jenny. I have to do this. You have to know. If we are to continue as…
employer and employee, there can no longer be any charade. No more hiding.’
She stood behind her chair and looked down at Jenny, still sitting there, nearly
paralyzed in worry.
‘But please,’ Vastra continued, her voice once again quiet and warm. ‘Please,
Jenny…remember what I just told you. You can do that, can’t you?’
‘Y…yes, madam,’ Jenny replied quietly.
Vastra’s hands touched the front of her cowl. She paused for a second, inhaled
deeply, and cast the cowl back. She stood before Jenny, exposed for the first time.
Jenny’s eyes widened in a mix of fear and horror.
‘No…’
Vastra took a step toward her. ‘Jenny…’
‘No!’ Jenny cried as she tried to push her chair back. ‘Stay where you are!’
‘Jenny…please…’
‘What are you?’ Jenny asked her voice labored and struggling, tears running
down her face.
What she saw was unlike anything she had ever seen before. Vastra’s face looked
human enough at first. Jenny then noticed the scales, fine and green and almost
glistening even in the filtered light of the room. Then there were the three ridges that

ran across the top of her skull, almost like fins or horns. They too were scaled and
green. Slightly pointed ears were next, and while Vastra’s eyes were human enough,
they were out of place on the otherwise reptilian head Vastra had been hiding beneath
her ever-present cowl.
‘Jenny…I…’
‘No. Just…no. NO!’
Jenny broke for the bedroom door, not looking back to see if the strange…thing…
that had spoken with Vastra’s voice was behind her. She ran down the stairs, her
momentum carrying her into the front door with a thud. She struggled with the door,
trying to force her way out of the house, away from the monster that she knew was
advancing on her. She finally remembered that the door opened inward, and quickly
pulled it open toward her. She turned for just a second and saw the Vastra-thing at the
top of the stairs.
‘Jenny, please! If you will just let me explain…’
‘Stay away from me, you…whatever you are! Just…stay away!’
And with that, Jenny ran through the door into the safety of London’s streets.

